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Dynamic Artists of
Contemporary Art
In 1993 she studied at the Academy of Fine Arts in Palermo where she concluded
her exams with a degree thesis "Images", a series of shots dedicated to the
refugees of Palermo. For a period she worked at Villa Niscemi in Palermo as a
photographer of works of art. In 1994 she passed the selection for the “Oscar of
Italian photography” where she was published in the monthly magazine IL
FOTOGRAFO e FOTO (yearbook of Italian photographers). In September 2000 she
published in the monthly IL FOTOAMATORE edited by the Italian Federation of
Photographic Associations entitled "The army of vision". In 2001 she moved to
Florence to take a three-year course in Restoration of paintings on canvas and
wood where she stayed there for a few years for work reasons but at the same
time she always kept her predilection and passion for photography active while
continuing to participate in various competitions. and publications. In fact, in 2004
she was interviewed by Michela Balzarelli in the magazine ZOOM. In 2011 you
opened the Makeda Gallery where you organize various cultural events and
exhibitions dedicated to photography and painting with the collaboration of the Il
Settecento di Palazzo Fatta association. From 2018 he became a freelance
photographer where he began photographing different faces working in the
cultural field in Palermo, journalists, councilors, musicians and artists of various
categories and in 2021 he entered into a collaboration with the magazine
Gattopardo and with the TV program Botta e Response direct and founded by
Claudio Di Gesù.

Congratulations for being selected interview
artist. Your works includes narrative approach.
What is your inspirations?
Inspiration has always been one of the most
important parts of all my art. It is not just a
matter of taking simple photographs but of the
whole creative process behind it: inside my
photographs there are all the books I have read,
all the great photographers I have appreciated
and above all my main source of inspiration is
the Nature. Nature is perfect and has inspired
many artists in the field of painting,
architecture, fashion and photography and
today with the climatic changes and the
metamorphosis of the environment we are
witnessing I feel I have a greater sensitivity by
creating photographic shots where there is a
profound direct connection between man and
nature.

What is your background? Do you only create
photographies?
I like to work in my photo studio to give space to
my creativity. I use different types of
photographic backdrops either paper or fabric
based on the type of image I want to make. If I
want to give a dramatic result I use dark
backdrops with only one light source, if instead I
create very creative photographs where colors
predominate the scene then I use colored
backdrops with soft and natural lights. In my
shots there is a compositional and creative
studio where I try to make costumes or dresses
in first person following a very specific religious
or environmental theme. I am not a stylist but I
like to create and invent following my visual and
expressive tastes. In addition to being a
photographer, I am also a painter where
painting is linked to the real image and to make
it so I paint on very smooth supports such as
plexiglass giving a rendering very similar to
photography, I define my style Hyperrealism.

You have many awards and attended many
shows around Europe. Which one is most
special for you? Why?

The public really appreciates the creative
aspect because they often ask me how I can
make some images especially because they

Each experience was unique because at each

are surprised when they see and understand
that often in my shots the subject is me. I have
two ways of seeing and representing
photography: "classic" where I portray people

event and exhibition in which I participated I
was able to compare myself with many artists
from all over the world and also meet two art
critics who are very important to me where
they gave me some advice that allowed me to
improve technically. In this sector we must
always look around because art must grow
and be sensitive to social and environmental
problems where it also draws inspiration.

in simple or articulated poses based on their
personality and profession trying to enhance
their best side using only black and white, (this
is because from my point of view given the
black and white it gives a greater intensity and
expressive charge). The more "creative" form,
on the other hand, I use it only when I want to
express that part of me that is most instinctive
and strongly linked to aesthetic taste where
they bind together to give a creative and
compositional form strongly linked to the
inner and expressive visual feeling.

What do you accept from your audiences
when they are watching your works?

Did you enjoy cooperating with us? The Bold
Modern will be held on new international art
festival programs all around Europe? Would
you like to join us?
I am always open and available to new
collaborations and participation in various art
events such as exhibitions, fairs or biennials
especially because you give me the
opportunity to be able to make my works and
my way of working internationally known so I
hope for a next one and collaboration
together.

